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trated výith ife-like plates showing the various lesions so esséntial
to positively recognise in diagnosis.

The sections on skii diseases are very comolete yet terse. and
are supplemented by many original engravings and plates.

Of the many works on these subjects it would be hard to
select any 3 or 4 books which would cover the subjects as com-
pletely as tuis volume does. For this reason it is to be strongly.
recommended to the student as well as to the practitioner. As a
reference work it is also very complete, containing as it does a
copious Bibliography of recent writings on each subject which is
inserted after each section.

It is quite evident that the book will recommend itself to the
profession, and that a large circulation will repay the éditors and
publishers, in a measure, for their conscientious work.
Brief Essays on Orthopaedic Surgery. By Newton M.

Shaffer, ivl.D. D. Appleton & Co., publishers.
This small volume of Si pages consists of a number of essays

which the author has fron time to time written on the present
status and scope of orthopædic surgery and its relation to general
surgery. He points out that the great improvement in mechanico-
therapy, during the last few years, is due to those who have
selected this department of surgery and have so thoroughly pursued
it under the advantages offered in the Orthopædic Dispensaries in
New York and Philadelphia. While these essays illustrate very
nicely the various stages of this well-recognised specialty during
its evolution,the author has not included any chapter on orthopædic
surgery itself, which is to be much regretted, as the words of a
master are ever too few.
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IN HONOR OF THE PRESIDENT.

President McKinley is to be given the unique distinction of having a nmber
ofa wonan's -magazine named for him andprepared in bis honor. The July
issue of The Ladies' Home f/ournal is to be called " The President's number." It
wivl show the President on horseback on the cover, with the President's new
it fighting flag" flying over him; a new march by Victor Herbert is called "The
President's March "; the State Department has allowed the magazine to make
a direct photograph of the original parchment of the Declaration of Independ.
ence, while the President's own friends and intimates have combined to tell some
twenty new and unpublished stories and anecdotes about him which will show
him in a manner not before done. The cover will be printed in the National
colors.

SAMMETTO IN CYSTITIS, PROSTATITIS AND IRRITABLE
BLADDER.

I have been using Sammetto in my practice for two or three years. I have
used it in a good many cases of cystitis, prostatitis, and in all cases of irritable
bladder, with the nost gratifying results.

R. T. HOCKER, M.D.,
Ex. Pres't. So. Western Ky. Med. Assoc.

ARLINGTON, Ky.


